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Figure 1: Bi-3D is an interaction concept to create and manipulate 3D objects and sketches. E.g., to edit shape points (a), draw a
3D stroke (b), 3D drag & drop an object (c), or scale shape (d) – enabled by a dynamic coupling of pen and touch in both hands.

ABSTRACT
Tablets are attractive for design work anywhere, but 3D manipulations are notoriously difficult. We explore how engaging the
stylus and multi-touch in concert can render such tasks easier. We
introduce Bi-3D, an interaction concept where touch gestures are
combined with 2D pen commands for 3D manipulation. For example, for a fast and intuitive 3D drag & drop technique: the pen drags
the object on-screen, and parallel pinch-to-zoom moves it in the
third dimension. In this paper, we describe the Bi-3D design space,
crossing two-handed input and the degrees-of-freedom (DOF) of
3D manipulation and navigation tasks. We demonstrate sketching

and manipulation tools in a prototype 3D design application, where
users can fluidly combine 3D operations through alternating and
parallel use of the modalities. We evaluate the core technique, bimanual 3DOF input, against widget and mid-air baselines in an
object movement task. We find that Bi-3D is a fast and practical way
for multi-dimensional manipulation of graphical objects, promising
to facilitate 3D design on stylus and tablet devices.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interaction techniques.
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Figure 2: The Bi-3D concept exploits bi-manual gestures for extension to 3D object interaction. For example, individually, a
system can support a 2D drag & drop via pen (a) and a 1D pinch-to-zoom gesture to change camera depth (b). In combination,
they offer possibilities to extend to 3DOF operations, useful for 3D transformations such as 3D drag & drop (c).

1

INTRODUCTION

As the possibilities to experience 3D content are ever rising, so are
the needs to support its creation across various stages of the design
process [44]. Direct manipulation user interfaces (UI) – such as
those supported by the Apple IPad, Microsoft Surface, and Samsung
Galaxy Note – are intriguing for the design of 3D material as they
afford a unique trade-off between ease of use, comfort, and precision.
A major challenge herein lies in the establishment of screen-space
models that map 2D inputs to virtual 3D object transformations.
Techniques for 2D–3D mappings can be classified into (1) augmenting the GUI by offering widgets, separating the task in lowerdimensional transformations, and (2) augmenting the input by supporting integral mappings where multiple inputs merge to expressive multiple degrees-of-freedom (DOF) interaction [25]. Current
applications are based on the former approach, allowing one sub
task to be precisely operated without affecting another [59, 62]. Yet,
a frequent use of widgets can significantly impact and lengthen the
workflow. Drag & drop for instance – performed with a single command in 2D contexts – is in 3D decomposed into multiple sub-steps
even though we intuitively think of it as a the singular task.
We explore how a particular UI constellation, two-handed pen
and touch, can advance the user’s 3D manipulation capabilities.
Styli offer unique affordances suitable for design work, such as
input precision and minimal occlusion of content. Moreover, their
compatibility with touch gestures is promising for composing multimodal inputs that unify to higher-level commands [22]. Figure 1
shows several example applications of useful tools. For example, to
draw a 3D spiral line, the user simply draws circles on the canvas
while zooming out in parallel (b). Moving objects can be achieved
with an adapted technique where the pen moves the object in 2D
as expected, while a pinch gesture adjust the object’s depth in the
scene (c). In principle, many touch gestures can be unified with pen
actions in many application contexts including shape editing (d).
Those interactions become possible through a seamless interplay
between the modalities and targeted operations, something that
can significantly empower users but is currently barely supported.
Our conceptual point of departure is the question of how our
beloved gestures, such as pan & zoom for touch and drag & drop
for the pen, can be extended to 3D. In this case, the task structure –
navigating for-/backward and dragging on-screen – perceptually

aligns closely with the structure of a 3DOF interaction task. A bimanual UI can be complemented with gestures that incorporate
such structures (Figure 2). Uni-manually, users simply perform the
expected interaction – either object dragging in 2D space (a) or
zooming the canvas (b). In combination, this leads to the ability of
3DOF input (c).
We call this interaction concept Bi-3D: touch gestures that enhance the 2D pen inputs to form 3D commands to facilitate 3D
manipulation. It can be useful for a range of applications, from
extending 2D applications (e.g., Paint) with the third dimension to
extending 3D tools with extra 3DOF input mechanisms.
In this paper, we first describe the Bi-3D design space of screenspace formulations and general approaches for 3D manipulations.
We then present a prototype application, that demonstrates interaction techniques and how they could be used in a real application.
For instance, how sketching and drawing can be enhanced to a third
dimension, while retaining the simplicity of single-stroke pen operations. Or, how shape manipulations are enhanced by mechanisms
to rapidly switch between translation, rotation, and scaling transformation through gesture moding. Lastly, we present an empirical
evaluation to get insights into performance in an object docking
task. Our findings provide promising insights: users are significantly faster compared to widgets, while no significant differences
were found to an integral, mid-air pointing technique.
Taken together, our contributions are:
• The Bi-3D concept that enhances pen commands with touch
gestures for a new category of 3DOF pen + touch techniques to
render complex 3D tasks easier.
• A design space for screen-space mappings between the modalities
and 3D-RST tasks, leading two base approaches:
– Navigation + Manipulation as 3D-extended 2D operations.
– Manipulation x 2 as enhanced single-object manipulation.
• Techniques for applications that spawned from the design space,
demonstrating the variety of its utility in:
– Sketching tools where users can rapidly create 3D strokes.
– Object manipulation tools where users can mix 3D-RST tasks.
• A study of 3DOF pen performance, yielding new insights on how
a basic instantiation can surpass the current baseline and perform
on-par with a mid-air technique.
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2

RELATED WORK

Our work extends past Pen + Touch work with the first in-depth
3DOF investigation, relates to sketching and CAD tools, and extends
prior 3D-Touch work by exploring combination with pen.

2.1

Bi-manual Pen + Touch

Bi-manual interfaces, where users control multiple degrees of freedom or sub-tasks with both hands, have been shown to be efficient
for a range of tasks such as geometry manipulation, alignment of
graphics, or interaction with several targets [9, 28, 31, 32]. What
contributes to the efficiency is the ability to perform concurrent
two-handed manipulation and a logical structure across the hands.
For example, asymmetric dependent tasks benefit when aligned
to Guiard’s Kinematic Chain (KC) model of bi-manual interaction
[9, 18]. This is grounded in principles of spatial/temporal reference,
where the non-dominant hand (NDH) sets the spatial frame of
reference of and precedes the dominant hand (DH)’s actions, and
asymmetric scale of motion where the hands operate in asymmetric
spatio-temporal scale. Pen and touch can be used in this way in
their i) alternating use, e.g., the user first scrolls the canvas, and
then sketches with the pen, and ii) simultaneous use, e.g., when
users hold a note object and cut it with the pen [22].
Another bi-manual category are more symmetric constellations.
For instance, in Tape Drawing [2], as well as several other systems
[41, 67, 69], the dominant hand precedes and sets the spatial frame
of reference. In principle, this is relatively natural, considering how
we use our hands with nail and hammer or bow and arrow. Pen and
touch can be extended in this way: users first employ the pen, then
users employ touch gestures in addition. Such touch-activated pen
(TAP) gestures [69] can enrich the pen’s basic functionality with
further modes. For example, for whitespace generation [67, 69],
2D selections [69], or on-the-fly stroke adjustments [40]. In our
work, we aim to include both bi-manual categories, as they are
complementary, to support the more complex 3D manipulations.
Researchers extensively explored the application space of pen
and touch in both hands. Brandl et al. firstly revealed the design
space of combining both modalities to form new interaction techniques [7]. A seminal paper in this space is Pen + Touch = New
Tools [22], that firstly provided a coherent set of techniques for
note-taking and scrapbooking of materials [22]. Such a coherent
set allows to avoid menus and mode switching time. In the more
complex 3D domain of our work, we explore two coherent sets
and expand their feature range with menus. Across many graphical
applications, several papers have suggested a default UI of pan
& zoom gestures for UI navigation with a pen for commands is
useful for sketching [21], visualisation explorations [54], document
editing [51, 68], or vector graphics work [7, 66]. The Thumb + Pen
concept extended it to mobile tablets when holding the device with
one hand [49]. Cami et al. explored the unimanual pen+touch input
space, leveraging the touch information when the hand that holds
the pen is on the table [10]. Xia et al. proposed the ZoomCatcher, as
a context sensitive UI widget to enhance sketching on large screens,
demonstrating the synergy of simultaneous pen + pinch-to-zoom
gesture [63]. A few papers have also proposed pen (and touch)
operated object layering [13, 58] and line-connecting [48], pointing
to a promising avenue of research toward 3D interaction.
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2.2

3D Sketching

Several efforts pursued to extend sketching to 3D forms. This
includes work on approximately converting strokes as 3D lines
[1, 17, 24, 65], interpreting multiple strokes as single 3D lines [12],
and using a mechanically collapsible pen [33, 61] or tablet [16, 64]. A
practical approach is combined pen and touch, as studied by Lopes
et al. for 3D modelling [35]. Aiming for comfort and familiarity, twohanded interactions to manipulate camera operations while using
a pen to sketch can indeed work well. Their study revealed higher
bi-manual user performance than an interface operated purely by
a pen. Such an interaction model has been adopted to sketch storyboards (StoreoBoard [21]), where users perform nondominant hand
touches to change between different layers of the board. A more
dynamic switch is supported by MentalCanvas, where users sketch
on 2D planes defined by the user with the pen, while navigation operations allows the user to rapidly traverse the 3D space to view and
operate on the planes [15, 56]. We extend this application-oriented
avenue with a focus on pen and touch for 3D interactions.

2.3

Commercial CAD Software

A set of commercial tools exist for a pen and touch UI, such as
Autodesk Maya, Blender, Apple Note 3D, Trimple Sketchup, or
Shapr3D. These tools support a interaction model of pan & zoom
and pen commands, aligning with existing research [22, 35]. The
majority of the tools are based on the traditional widgets to enable
3D interaction based on separated DOF. The simultaneous use of
the modalities is marginally adopted (e.g., holding a virtual ruler
with touch to draw straight lines with a pen). We complement those
works, focusing on how the modalities can exploit a more seamless
coupling as an enabler for 3DOF interactions.

2.4

3D-Touch

A body of work investigated direct manipulation for 3D objects
(see Mendes et al.’s survey for details [42]). Techniques can be categorised based on Jacob’s work on integrality of input devices [25].
An integral device supports movement across multiple dimensions
of control (DOF integration), whereas a separable device restricts
movement along one dimension at a time (DOF separation). A common type of DOF separation in commercial applications are widgets
that provide handles for each DOF, which we will revisit as a study
baseline. DOF integration is part of the proposed techniques.
Some approaches map the pinch-to-zoom gesture to control an
object’s depth as it is appealing that an object appears larger the
closer it is to the scene camera [8, 20, 34, 50]. For example, Sticky
Tools [20], and Reisman et al.’s screen-space formulation [50] use
single and two-finger dragging to move an object in screen space,
while the distance of two fingers manipulates the depth. As indirect
mappings can improve efficiency and precision [29], the two-finger
pinch operation can be performed on widgets offset from the object
as in Balloon Selection [6] or Triangle Cursor [55]. The Z-technique
[37] and DS3 [38] provide a variant: the first touch selects and drags
an object in screen space, and second touch dragging anywhere on
the screen manipulates depth – a variant that fared well in their
evaluation. We extend prior art with exploring how touch gestures
support the stylus based multi-DOF object manipulation.
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Figure 3: High-level input state models. (a) A simplified model of a typical 3D UI with separable pen and touch, and two new
models where touch input enhances the pen’s manipulation with (b) and without (c) parallel navigation operations.

3

BI-3D

The literature review showed a rich history of past achievements in
the two spaces of 2D pen and touch and 3D interaction. Bi-3D lies
at the intersection, as a concept that enables interaction techniques
that exploit the two modalities for 3D manipulations. This necessitates the design of screen-space formulations [50], to map 2D input
devices to 3D content, that we elaborate in this section. We first
describe a typical UI where multi-touch and a stylus are used in
a 3D tool without simultaneous use. We then describe potential
formulations when combining the two-handed input sensed with
the structures of 3D manipulations. We also analyse how the input
possibilities can be integrated complementary to default 3D navigation and manipulation tasks, with and without visual feedback,
before we present applications.

3.1

Default UI Input States

Figure 3a illustrates the input states that the system can support
for camera navigation and object manipulation. Depending on how
they employ the pen and fingers on the screen, users can switch
between the following operations.
3.1.1 Navigation (Touch). camera navigation is intuitive with multitouch gestures and screen-space formulations have been addressed
in prior work [19]. Here we describe one potential instance that
aims for simplicity, and for different approaches we refer to the
literature – our main focus is afterwards on the combinations with
the pen. Our set separates transformations by one, two, and three
finger touch gestures to support rotation, panning in depth, and
panning in screen-space, respectively.
• 1-touch rotation: The rotation reference is set as a point on the
camera forward vector (adjustable in settings). Single-finger drag
gestures rotate the camera around this point.
• 2-touch depth translation: For depth movement, we map the
Euclidean distance between the two pinch fingers to the third
dimension parameter. The distance is mapped 1:1 to screen space
to remain consistent with the 2D panning. E.g., if a pinch gesture
reduces the distance between both fingers from 100 px to 50 px,
the camera moves by 50 px in depth.

• 3-touch panning: With three fingers on the screen, their parallel
movement in screen-space pans the camera accordingly.
Note that the gestures are in principle interchangeable, e.g., if a
user prefers to pan with 1-touch, to align with 2D pan & zoom, it
can be swapped in system configurations.
3.1.2 Manipulation (Pen). Using the pen for object manipulation is
straightforward: select an object with the pen tip and begin a 2DOF
operation, e.g., drag & drop. This is different to Lopes et al.’s system
who do not use pen dragging [35]. Target selection by the 2D pen in
a 3D scene can be implemented (1) by a common 2D–3D projection.
A ray is cast from the pen contact position, perpendicular to the
screen plane. The intersecting object is selected, and users can
start manipulations. However, this approach is difficult for making
freeform sketches in empty 3D space. (2) Alternatively, it can be
based on 3D sketching. This is inspired by how digital 2D sketching
happens like on pen and paper, in the screen-space plane (e.g.,
Microsoft Paint or Adobe Photoshop). This can be extended to
3D space, when considering a 2D surface as a 2D slice of the 3D
world [52]. The system can help the user to generate and move
the surface [15, 26], but also use a fixed plane in screen-space for
simplicity [21, 30, 64]. We include the latter approach, where the
drawing plane is at the screen-space, which users can navigate by
the camera navigation gestures. This allows users to navigate to an
arbitrary slice of the 3D scene and start a line freely in 3D space.

3.2

Bi-3D: From 2D to 3D Manipulation

Building on the default input states, Bi-3D is an interaction concept
that extends the pen’s 2D operations to 3D in three steps:
1. The user first selects the object in the 3D scene by the pen. 2D
operations can be conducted.
2. The user can contact their finger on the screen for advanced
manipulation of the object under the pen tip. The finger controls
an extra operation on top of the pen’s current operation.
3. Moving the pen in parallel results in a 3DOF object manipulation.
Releasing the touch inputs returns the user to 2D pen commands. If
the stylus is contacted after a touch, it is discounted as a simultaneous operation as the touch gestures already initiated a navigation.
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Figure 4: Navigation/Manipulation Mappings: The user begins with selecting a target (a). If the user engages a pinch gesture,
typically only one mode is active (b). We propose two new mappings: users can drag an object via pen while navigating in 3D,
which represents an intuitive extension from 2D to 3D (c); and users apply both pen and touch commands to one object for
more expressive input (d).
The technique inherits from several prior concepts: (1) combining
pen and touch to enable new tools [7, 22], (2) employ pinch-to-zoom
to control object depth [20, 50], and (3) employ indirect touch to
support precision and reduce occlusion [29, 38, 47]. This implies
clutching for longer depth translations. This is relatively easy as the
gesture is indirect and can be performed coarsely. For a clutch-free
interaction, other gesture such as Cyclostar can be considered [36].

3.3

2D–3D Mapping Design Space

Simultaneous pinch-to-zoom (navigation) and pen dragging (manipulation) are complimentary activities. In parallel, a naive approach
to directly employ the effect of both gestures can lead to a conflict.
For example, the user selects a target, but then navigates to a view
where the target is not visible. Should the target still be associated
to the pen, or move with the navigation? There are several ways to
implement the mappings in the context of a 3D scene, depending
on what tasks and goals are important. To shed some light into this,
Figure 4 illustrates a set of potential mappings that we detail in the
following.
3.3.1 Navigation | Manipulation (Figure 4b). A unimodal mapping
means only one of the tasks is supported and the other is not
active. For example navigation only – i.e., after pen selection (a),
a simultaneous pinch-to-zoom gesture deactivates pen input, so
only one modality is active (b). This is useful when it is not desired
to use both modalities in parallel, e.g., when no specific feature is
supported for this. This mapping related to the initial state model
that we described earlier (Figure 3a).
3.3.2 Navigation + Manipulation (Figure 4c). This mapping reinterprets the two-handed input to resolve the conflict. After an
object is selected with the dominant hand (a), it remains associated
to it even if the user navigates the canvas (c). This allows the user
to hold or drag the object in screen-space while the user navigates
the camera. Thus, useful when moving an object across large space.

It is also applicable to sketching, as the line begins in the screenspace, concurrent navigation extends the line to 3D. A detailed state
model is provided in Figure 3b, with the main difference being an
mapping of a simultaneous touch gesture to 1DOF control of the
pen-selected object.
3.3.3 Manipulation × 2 (Figure 4d). This mapping re-interprets the
bi-manual input to apply to single object manipulation. Indirect
touches of the non-dominant hand redirect toward the pen-selected
object, for instance to enable 3DOF manipulation. The navigation
that was associated to touch inputs, is not active for example. This
is mainly useful if the user session involves frequent interaction
with the object, e.g., to quickly drag & drop objects in 3D space.
For a detailed state model, see Figure 3c. Different to the previous
mapping, here simultaneous touches are directly mapped to RST
tasks that affect the pen-selected object.

3.4

Visual Feedback

The touch gestures supporting the pen’s actions can be implemented with various visual representations. Widgets make the
task’s operation more self-revealing and have been employed in
several multi-DOF techniques [6, 55, 69]. But they also limit the
user’s input to a particular area on the screen. As an alternative,
gestures such as pan & zoom are intuitive and apply to the entire UI,
and do not necessitate a visual representation. As well, the concept
of "indirect touch" can be efficient and relaxes the gesture placement [29, 38, 47]. Can simultaneous pen and touch be considered
more as an intuitive gesture, or as a distinct feature that is better off
with a widget? A 3DOF positioning task with two hands can lead to
a high degree of compatibility between input and task, which may
lower the need of a visual representation. When combining pen
and touch for other 3DOF tasks, such as rotation-scale-translation
tasks, graphical representations can become helpful to the user if
not all transformations integrate.
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Figure 5: Our application prototype explores two-handed pen and touch tools (a). The menu allows to customise the GUI and
select particular tools (b). Sketching happens on a transparent drawing plane in front of the screen-space, which is indicated
through brightness feedback (c).

4

APPLICATIONS

We demonstrate applications of the pen and touch UI for 3D interactions. The applications explore interaction techniques along the
following design dimensions:
• Regarding Input States, they explore the combination of the pen
across touch based rotate, scale, and translate transformations.
• These are explored for two classes of 2D–3D Mappings, firstly
Navigation + Manipulation for 3D sketching and then Manipulation x 2 for multi-DOF object manipulations.
The applications are explored in a prototype for sketching and
object manipulation tasks across types of objects (i.e., a stroke, a
graphical object, an object’s face, or a vertex). We will first describe details on the application prototype, and then explore several
interaction examples that are enabled by the system.
Apparatus. The prototype is is built on a 12.3" Microsoft Surface
Pro 4 tablet in JavaScript using the three.js library, HTML and CSS.
Figure 5 shows the application UI, menu, and visual feedback.
Menu. We utilise pen and touch inputs to cover the main interactions, and provide a menu for supportive features. An elegant UI
can minimise menu usage as much as possible by using intuitive
gestures, especially for a direct manipulation UI [22]. This avoid
remembering where each mode is located in the menu, and its potential mode-switching cost. We use pen and touch for the core manipulation and navigation operations, and offer an additional menu
to switch between some basic operations difficult with gestures.
This provides a good balance between the simplicity/complexity
of a UI, and its expressiveness in functionality. These include pen
(stroke, fill color) and scene customisation (drawing plane’s distance
/ color / opacity / toggle, feedback, grid, snapping size), and tool
and object selection (whole object, object face only, a single vertex).
Feedback. 3D sketching on a drawing plane makes it particularly
important for users to perceive the current ’slice’ position in 3D
space. There are several ways to address this, including showing
a grid [64], and including depth cues, e.g., color, brightness, and
saturation adjustments as objects are positioned further away. To

aid 3D interaction, methods that ease the way users can translate
and align objects in relation to the scene can be used, e.g., snapping
mechanisms and magnetic guidelines [5]. As this is a general issue
across 2D systems, we refer the interested reader to the prior art
[42]. In our prototype, we use feedback to indicate the drawing
plane position. It is see-through, making objects behind darker and
objects in front brighter as usual. As an example, the line is grey if
behind the drawing plane and white if in front of it. The user can
configure the transparency level of the plane and toggle it on or off.

4.1

Navigation + Manipulation for 3D
Sketching

The following examples are based on the Navigation + Manipulation,
i.e., they empower the user to combine both tasks for integrated
operations. This is demonstrated on the example of sketching lines
and extending those to 3D space. Figure 6 (a) to (d) show screenshots
of the use and results of the prototype application.
4.1.1 Freelines + Zoom (Figure 6a). We demonstrate a mode where
users simply draw free lines with the pen and extend them to 3D.
The dominant hand with the pen initiates drawing the 2D circle
(see Figure 6b (1)). When issuing pinch-to-zoom, the user navigates
the canvas – this, in parallel to drawing a line, will extend it to the
third dimension (2). It feels like a new experience of drawing, as
one gains the possibility to rapidly draw in 3D, yet with a different
spatial frequency and precision for the Z axis (2DOF dominant hand
vs. 1DOF nondominant hand with clutching). In principle, pinchto-zoom provides high spatial precision, but of course it is different
to simply drawing a 2D line, needing coordination of both hands
and cognitively unifying the inputs to a 3D sketch. We currently
see the main application in quick & dirty sketching of complex 3D
strokes, as new forms of 3D lines – for instance a spiral line (2) –
become possible, as the user flexibly adapts line generation during
sketching toward any 3D direction.
4.1.2 FreeLines + Rotate (Figure 6b). What happens when rotating
while drawing? Holding the pen at one position while rotating in
2D allows to draw a perfect circle, c.f. Figure 6b (1). A different
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rotation direction in 3D space extends the circle toward the depth of
the world. In succession with different directions, users can outline
the round mesh of a sphere (3); something that, on a typical sketch
UI, is difficult to achieve in a short time.
4.1.3 FreeLines + Panning. This combination makes it possible for
the user to draw only by panning with touch. This is a straightforward extension of a sketched line; panning will change the underlying 2D plane and extend the line to a new position (if the pen is not
moved exactly parallel to the finger). The advantage is that users
can extend the line beyond the screen’s boundaries, potentially
infinitely across the canvas, and also offload the physical effort of
the dominant hand, to indirect touch dragging anywhere on the UI.
4.1.4 StraightLines + Zoom (Figure 6c). Via constraints, we show
how users can precisely create lines and connect them. We focus on
straight lines as the pen is on the screen. A snapping mechanism
allows users to easily connect a line to a vertex of another line (or,
other objects with vertices). Figure 6c shows a single line example,
where users connect one vertex to another in 3D. The user starts
the line by selecting an existing vertex via pen (1). For each line,
the depth level feedback includes a label in the center that specifies
distance to the drawing plane. The user then zooms out (2), until
the feedback shows that the canvas is at the same level as the
destination vertex by the green colored dot (3). Then, the user
connects the line to this vertex to finish. Thus, one can consider this
an alternative technique to depth based sketching, where sketches
project directly to a 3D surface. It lends itself more to drawing a line
freely into blank space. It affords composition of lines to create 3D
shapes such as cake slices (4). Note that in freeform sketching, no
constraints are involved. When pinching, the line will be orthogonal
to the view plane as the pen is does not move.
4.1.5 Outline + Zoom (Figure 6d). This tool demonstrates the creation of a 3D object with a single stroke. In 2D applications, often
users can create a rectangle by drawing its diagonal. Here we utilise
the simultaneous, alternating use of the modalities to extend this
to 3D space. The user draws a 2D rectangle on the drawing plane,
by defining its diagonal as shown in Figure 6d (1) to (2). Without
lifting the stylus, the user can touch down two fingers to initiate
pinch-to-zoom. The change in depth is automatically translated to
the currently drawn rectangle, directly extruding the rectangle face
by the level of zooming (3). In addition, users can now move the
pen in the two dimensions on the screen to change the end position
of the extrusion. As a result, the user can rapidly create a cuboid
or parallelogram (4), and the principle idea to create 3D objects
by strokes is likely to extend to other object types, too. Note that
we use a mode switch to activate this mode, but it could also be a
one-time-mode like creating a shape in Microsoft Powerpoint.

4.2

Manipulation x 2 for Object Manipulation

The following examples are based on the Manipulation × 2 – i.e.,
they take advantage of focusing both hands for a more powerful
manipulation of a single object. This is demonstrated based on
manipulations on objects and their shape for translation, rotation,
and scaling transformations. Figure 6 (e) to (g) show examples and
outcomes from the implemented prototype.
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Notably, the rotation and scaling features of (f, g) are supported
by widgets, allowing single-touch to be used for performing the
actions. We opted for a basic design (yellow area), which is not
self-intuitive at this stage but useful for the interaction. The design
can be improved further by applying prior work on this case [49].
4.2.1 3D Drag & Drop (Figure 6e). This example presents a more
integrated experience where both hands operate on the same object
in the same task – drag & drop in 3D. The initial selection is done
by the pen – the object is selected in the 3D space by a ray cast
from the pen position.
On the example of moving a piece of a Rubik’s cube, we demonstrate how the technique affords an easy method to 3D translate
(Figure 6e). The user initially draws a piece outwards, towards the
front and left side of the space by a pinch-in gesture with slight pen
dragging (1). This is followed by horizontal pen dragging (2), as the
user inspects the drop destination (the middle cell of the Rubik’s
cube’s right side). A pinch-in gesture moves the target toward it
(3), and combined with a left-drag of the pen, the user can precisely
position the piece into the larger model (4).
The task itself involved many sub-steps: translation in a variety
of directions as well as pauses in between to cognitively process
the movement and plan the next steps. The technique integrates
those intuitively to fully control the object’s movement between
2D and 3D spaces, without a need to release the tip from the screen.
4.2.2 Extrude + Rotate (Figure 6f). Extrusion modelling often begins with a basic shape as a point of departure, from which the user
extrudes and transforms in creative ways. This technique demonstrates a way to integrate rotation of an object at the same time
when performing an extrusion.
Figure 6f describes a single process where one of the faces of an
existing model is extended. Face selection is established by direct
pen contact (a). Extrusion is, only for pen dragging, enabled in
screen-space. As the user wants to move it a bit forward, the user
can use thumb dragging, to extrude in the depth dimension toward
the camera (b). By using the secondary widget, the user rotates the
pen-selected face (c). The widget is designed to activate when the
finger starts within the area, and the direction of finger dragging is
mapped to rotate the face (2DOF rotation). The user can arbitrarily
aggregate these actions to complete a larger model (d).
4.2.3 Extrude + Scale (Figure 6g). Scale transformations complement rotation and translation. In principle, all of such tasks can be
used in a dynamic interplay. This example shows how scaling integrates in an example workflow of creating a custom table design.
The example is inspired by those presented in MockupBuilder [14].
Figure 6g presents the steps to create such a shape. First, the
user selects the model’s face (1) and extrudes it (2) in two dimensional space with a pen. Immediately, the user can scale the newly
extruded face to inspect several table surface sizes. As translation
and rotation is available through the two widgets, the scaling is
enabled through indirect touch dragging on the canvas. The shape
is scaled uniformly, although in principle the system could further
distinguish the dragging direction to scale width/height. After the
operation, the user found the right size for their custom table (4).
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Figure 6: Techniques implemented in our application, empowering the user in the manipulation of 3D content. The top half
presents applications for sketching (a-d), and the bottom half for 3D object transformations (e-g).
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Figure 7: Our user study’s setup (a), an example of interacting via pen and touch condition (b), and task illustration (c).

5

USER STUDY

The applications we developed showed the qualitative strengths
of pen and touch interaction for 3D tools. As complement, we
conducted an empirical user study to assess the core task of 3D
dragging, a task that is integral to many of the proposed applications.
In particular, it is closely related to translation tasks from one to
another endpoint (Drag & Drop, StraightLines + Zoom, Outline +
Zoom), and partially related to Extrude + Rotate / Scale where users
coordinate multiple DOFs to achieve a final RST value. The goal
is to compare pen and touch to a clear DOF separation approach
(widgets) and a DOF integration approach (3D mid-air dragging).

5.1

Task

The study task was adapted from Balakrishnan and Kurtenbach’s
object translation study of desktop devices [3]. This is because
their research question is similar, yet in a different context (mousebased input). We opted to keep the task goal the same: users cannot
perform errors and the task only finishes as docking is complete.
The basic task is to move a sphere from one corner to the opposing diagonal corner. In that corner, the user fits the sphere into
a target cube (Figure 7c). A flat grid is shown in the background
for 3D perception. There are 8 starting points (from each corner)
that are randomly assigned to the 8 trials. The object is a round
sphere and the target is a transparent cube. The cube’s width is
11.67 world units and the sphere’s radius is about 7 world units.
The task finishes when the sphere is completely within the cube
and users release the pen or key (in the mid-air condition). Visual
feedback is given to indicate the state. The sphere is blue normally,
yellow when overlapping with the cube, and green when inside.
The camera is kept still, only the object can be moved.

oriented toward the camera so that users can translate all axis in
relation to screen-space.
5.2.3 Air-Pen. This technique allows users to drag & drop an
object by spatial 3D movement, as illustrated by figure 9. The design
of this baseline has been informed through prior work. Mid-air input
has often been used to extend desktop systems [52, 57], interactive
surfaces [4, 60], and 3D CAD [14, 27, 43]. Here, raypointing selection
is a suitable candidate, where users direct the handheld device to the
desired screen position [11, 45, 46]. The Air-Pen uses this selection,
to then perform dragging. In particular, selection happens by 1)
pointing the pen in the dominant hand in mid-air at the target on
the screen, 2) pressing the space button on a separate keyboard with
the non-dominant hand to confirm. Then, spatial 3D movement
of the pen will 1:1 translate to movement of the object in the 3D
scene. Meaning, horizontal and vertical movement translates the
object parallel to screen-space, and movement toward/away from
the screen manipulates object depth.
To track the 3D movement and direction of the pen, we used
an Optitrack motion tracking system with 8 cameras around the
table. A first prototype used markers on the stylus for tracking, but
this often led to tracking loss as the user was handling the pen.
We therefore replaced the pen with a metallic rod long enough
to support several markers robustly. The center part was taped to
provide an easier grip, but it did not introduce a noticeable weight
difference to the pen.

5.3

Study Design

Our study involves three techniques.

The study uses a repeated measure within-subject design. The main
independent variable was technique, including Widget, Pen-andTouch, and Air-Pen. The order of the techniques was counterbalanced using a Latin square. Each technique session includes 24
trials (8 diagonal directions × 3 repetitions), resulting in 72 tasks
per user. Users could take a break anytime and continue. Mostly
users finished 24 trials in one go.

5.2.1 Pen-and-Touch. The first technique is the Bi-3D 3DOF translation technique as described before (see Figure 6e). An example of
the study is shown in Figure 7b.

We use the same system as described in the applications.

5.2

Techniques

5.2.2 Widget. This method is based on a clear DOF separation,
similar to handle boxes [23] or Arcball [53]. The widget provides
handles for each DOF, and also for each 2DOF translation (see Figure
8). To conduct a 3D translation, the user can either independently
manipulate each dimension, or combine with 2DOF tools. It is

5.4
5.5

Apparatus
Procedure

Participants were introduced to the scope of the project. Then,
they were asked to sign a consent form and fill in a demographics
questionnaire. Participants were given a few trials as training before
each technique until they felt comfortable to proceed with the
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Figure 8: Widget: The first baseline technique allows object
translation through DOF separation. Each handle allows 1
or 2D axis control.

actual experiment (2–4 trials for most users). After each technique,
a usability questionnaire was filled out. At the end, participants
were asked to rank all the techniques and discuss their reasons. The
study duration took on average 30 minutes for each session.

5.6

Evaluation Methods

• Task Completion Time: Measures the user’s performance. It
is the time taken by the participant from the start of the trial
(object and target appears), until the task finishes (target is inside
the cube and input is released).
• Integrality Ratio: To understand the DOF integration, we assess
the integrality/separability ratio as defined by Jacob [25]. For this,
the movement trajectories of the dragged object are segmented
into equal time (16.6ms in our case). Each segment is classified to
either Euclidian (if movement occurred in multiple dimensions)
or city-block (if movement occurred in one dimension). The
degree of integrality is computed by the ratio of Euclidean to
city-block movements. Values greater than 1 indicate higher
Euclidean (integral) than city-block (separable) results.
• Usability Ratings: Users rate the usability of the techniques for
6 statements on a 5-Point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 5 (strongly agree). The 6 statements were: “Performing the
task with this technique was [easy to use | easy to learn | without
physical effort | precise | fast | useful for 3D manipulation"].
• Feedback: Users comment in the questionnaire and discussed
the techniques in a short interview.

5.7

Participants

We recruited 18 paid participants (9 female) with an average age of
25.27 years (SD = 3.22) using university mailing lists. Participants
had technical backgrounds (IT, Engineering, computer science).
Few users reported using a digital pen regularly. However many
have experience with 3D modelling through university courses,
hobby, or job. The users were also experienced with using tablets.

5.8

Results

Over most of the factors, the results indicate that in this particular
task, the Widget approach is less preferable than the bi-manual
and mid-air technique (wrt. task completion time, integrality, user
ratings and comments). However, there were surprisingly few statistically significant differences between Pen-and-Touch and Air-Pen.
Why is that?
5.8.1 Task Completion Time. A repeated measures ANOVA with
Greenhouse-Geisser correction revealed a significant main effect of
the interaction technique on task duration (𝐹 2,34 = 21.79, 𝑝 < .001).
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Figure 9: Air-Pen: The second baseline technique allows 3D
drag & drop by a 3D gesture. The user selects the target by
mid-air pointing and pressing a button (a), and then spatial
3D motion of the pen translates the object (b).

Post-hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction show Widget (M
= 22.25; SD = 14.53) required significantly more time to complete
the task than Pen-and-Touch (M = 7.87; SD = 3.65) and Air-Pen
(M = 8.93; SD = 3.43, both p < .001). No statistical significance was
found between Pen-and-Touch and Air-Pen (p = .63).
5.8.2 Integrality Analysis. A repeated measures ANOVA showed
statistical significant effects of the technique on the integrality ratio
(𝐹 2,30 = 26.382; p < .001). Pairwise comparison with Bonferroni correction shows statistical differences (p < .05) between the Widget
(M=.41; SD=.42) and Air-Pen (M=1.75; SD=.42), and between Widget and Pen-and-Touch (M=1.44; SD=.65). This statistically shows
that both Pen-and-Touch and Air-Pen resulted in a significantly
higher degree of integrality than Widget.
5.8.3 User Ratings. A non-parametric Friedman test and post-hoc
Wilcoxon signed rank test with Bonferroni corrections were used
for analysing the ratings. No significant main effect was found
between the three modalities for physical effort (𝜒 2 (19) = 1.97, p
= .37). We found significant main differences for perceived speed
(𝜒 2 (19) = 18.97, p < .001), ease of use (𝜒 2 (19) = 17.71, p < .001),
learnability (𝜒 2 (19) = 18.82, p < .001), precision, (𝜒 2 (19) = 17.32, p
< .001), and usefulness for 3D manipulation (𝜒 2 (19) = 14.46, p =
.001). In those categories, users rated Air-Pen and Pen-and-Touch
significantly higher than the baseline (all p < .05). No significant
differences were found between Air-Pen and Pen-and-Touch.
5.8.4 User Feedback. Many users provided comments for all the
techniques, mostly confirming the trend from the quantitative analysis. The participants’ most important factors were ease of use and
comfort. For Pen-and-Touch and Air-Pen user stated comments
like P3: “it is easy and comfortable to perform". However, as a potential disadvantage, several users pointed out physical demand
of Air-Pen (P8: “it is the hardest one physically"). Regarding precision, users’ perceptions were mixed, as on one hand some found
Pen-and-Touch less precise than Air-Pen, but on the other hand
there were users who found the interaction technique “surprisingly
intuitive and precise". For the interaction with the Widget technique, a participant reported that they use the editor in Unity quite
often with the mouse, and therefore found it easy to use as it is
the same widget. Of all, two users also mentioned it is very precise,
which hints to the benefits of DOF separation. Users with less experience had issues to get used to the technique: “’I’d probably need
to practice a little more to get used to it" (P15).
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•

Figure 10: User study results on task completion time (a) and
degree of integrality (b).

6

DISCUSSION

We investigated bi-manual pen and touch interaction for the manipulation of 3D objects. We examined design considerations, applications, and empirical results. Overall, our work reveals that
there are yet many opportunities to design for a more seamless
interplay between the two hands. 3D interaction can benefit from
asymmetric bi-manual input modes and pen interaction can benefit
from extension to the third dimension.
Our experimental comparison provided first insights into the
user performance with such Bi-3D interaction, by taking a look at
a 3D translation task. This task was designed to be a typical program experience on a computer with the main application window
showing the virtual 3D world through the screen. Results were
interesting, as first of all showing how the bimanual UI can be used
in this instance as a direct way to drag & drop a virtual object
faster than when using the widgets. As well, that statistically there
was no significant difference between the mid-air and two handed
approach. These are promising results, that really make us believe
whether these techniques can be come a practical addition to tablet
devices. Qualitative feedback by the participants was positive, with
users preferring the technique for its easy and intuitive way of use.
To explore use cases for Bi-3D, we build our application that
showcased several interesting tool applications that particularly
nurture from exploiting the dynamic interplay between the hands.
While we refer to the corresponding section to better assess each
techniques potential strength and weakness for the proposed task
context, we want to highlight the two classes of potential applications. First, the more typical canvas and drawing tools where
pinch-to-zoom provides a simple but effective addition that aligns
with what users expect of their combined interaction. This is a simplified but also a novel way of interaction, as it directly integrates
in the existing workflow and extends it to with a third dimension.
Second, for rather expert use, to consider their combination in
object manipulations like extrusion, rotate, scale and translate actions. Here the proposed tools can be used complementary, as an
additional UI mode or integrated in existing widgets.
There are several points that we want to further discuss, as
limitations of the current and opportunities for future work.
• Evaluation: We focused on controlled evaluation of 3D translation, but the concrete application prototype is broader and still
needs to be tested in practical use. As commercial applications

•

•

•
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exist, it would be interesting to compare whole tools. Other baselines are as well interesting, e.g., many applications use multiple
viewports that decompose the 3D task into 2D views, which
alleviates some of the widget-only issues. Another interesting
baseline for empirical comparison includes purely touch based
3DOF techniques [39, 50].
Bimanual Coordination: Coordination can be relatively high for
some techniques, but it’s also key to render complex 3D tasks
easier to perform. Our interaction is principally designed to reduce demand, compared to e.g. widgets or 3D-touch techniques,
as pinch-to-zoom and the pen combine to 3D input, but full simultaneous use may be more difficult. The benefit is that users
can anytime easily shift between manipulating dimensions in
parallel or in sequence (opposed to, e.g., widgets are exclusively
designed for sequential use).
Precision and Coordination: Our evaluation focused on docking
tasks, but without answering fundamental trade-offs in precision
and coordination demands across the range of tasks from precise
freeform 3D sketching to relatively simple object docking. This is
important to understand the level of parameters and constraints
on the DOF and the two hands’ input for this category of Bi-3D
techniques in practice.
UI Modes: Our application prototype uses modes accessible through
the menu. This introduces a cost to remember where the modes
are and to switch between them. Bi-3D includes two coherent
gesture sets that cover core navigation and manipulation tasks,
but parameters like object type and UI options are available by
the menu.
Technique Design: How can the techniques become more selfrevealing, to include a broader set of user groups? Part of the
interactions take advantage of what users may expect from the
combined gestures (e.g., that a simultaneous pinch-to-zoom will
extend a 2D operation to 3D). Prior work suggested several designs that are potential candidates to provide support, e.g., a
context aware widget that adapts to the hand’s posture and location on the screen.

CONCLUSION

The increasing advances of multi-modal interfaces for tablets and
other interactive surfaces gives rise to new possibilities that empower the user in their interaction with digital content. 3D manipulation is an intricate topic with the challenge to coordinate multiple
degrees-of-freedom with the control of multiple dimensions of
virtual objects. This paper proposed pen and touch based interaction techniques for manipulation of 3D objects. We contribute
screen-space formulations, interaction techniques, applications, and
empirical data on user performance as an extensive exploration of
this space. We hope that with our work, we can raise the utility and
suitability of pen and touch interactions for designing 3D content,
and open more possibilities of design beyond the desktop toward
the broad range of usage contexts that tablets afford.
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